MODEL NUMBER | BOLLARD HEIGHT | BOLLARD WEIGHT
-------------|----------------|------------------
FX-PU40-36D  | 2'-11 1/2" (902mm) | 146LB
FX-PU40-30D  | 2'-5 1/2" (749mm) | 132LB

NOTES:
1. CRASH RATING: 5070LB (2299KG) @ 40MPH (65KPH) PU40
2. CRASH RATING BASED ON 2 BOLLARD HIT & MINIMUM FOUNDATION LENGTH OF 8'-6"
3. REBAR REQUIRED IS APPROXIMATELY 95LB (43KG) PER BOLLARD
4. INSTALLATION MUST BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS
5. OPTIONAL DECORATIVE SLEEVE NOT SHOWN
6. BOLLARDS ARE CONCRETE FILLED
7. ALL EXPOSED METAL IS PAINTED WITH BarrierKOTE CORROSION RESISTANT COATING
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